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ABSTRACT

The surface salinity in the North Atlantic controls the position of the sinking branch of the meridional

overturning circulation (MOC); the North Atlantic has higher salinity, so deep-water formation occurs there

rather than in the North Pacific. Here, it is shown that in a 3D primitive equation model of two basins of

different widths connected by a reentrant channel, there is a preference for sinking in the narrow basin even

under zonally uniform surface forcing. This preference is linked to the details of the velocity and salinity fields

in the ‘‘sinking’’ basin. The southward western boundary current associated with the wind-driven subpolar

gyre has higher velocity in the wide basin than in the narrow basin. It overwhelms the northward western

boundary current associated with theMOC for wide-basin sinking, so freshwater is brought from the far north

of the domain southward and forms a pool on the western boundary in the wide basin. The fresh pool sup-

presses local convection and spreads eastward, leading to low salinities in the north of the wide basin for wide-

basin sinking. This pool of freshwater is much less prominent in the narrow basin for narrow-basin sinking,

where the northward MOC western boundary current overcomes the southward western boundary current

associated with the wind-driven subpolar gyre, bringing salty water from lower latitudes northward and en-

abling deep-water mass formation.

1. Introduction

In the current climate system, deep water is formed in

the North Atlantic but not in the North Pacific, resulting

in a meridional overturning circulation (MOC) that

transports heat northward everywhere in the Atlantic.

Deep-water formation in the North Pacific is prevented

by fresh, buoyant surface waters, much fresher than

surface waters at comparable latitudes in the Atlantic

(Warren 1983; Broecker 1991), with the salinity com-

ponent dominating over the temperature component

(the colder and fresher North Pacific surface water is

lighter than the warmer and saltier North Atlantic sur-

face water). Several reasons have been advanced for the

salinity difference between the Atlantic and the Pacific

[see Weaver et al. (1999) for a review].

The flux of freshwater into the atmosphere from the

ocean may be expressed as the evaporation minus pre-

cipitation (E 2 P) rate per unit area. Craig et al. (2016)

show that E 2 P, integrated over each basin north of

358S, is greater in the Atlantic than in the Pacific by

0.4 Sv (1 Sv [ 106m3 s21); the net E 2 P out of the At-

lantic is about 0.4 Sv and approximately zero out of the

Pacific. Several mechanisms contribute to the difference

in E 2 P between oceans, some involving the atmo-

sphere alone and others involving the ocean circulation.

The North Pacific experiences slightly higher pre-

cipitation because of the more effective orographic

blockage of moist air in the Pacific sector (Broecker

et al. 1990; Schmittner et al. 2011). However, Kamphuis

et al. (2011) show that Atlantic sinking still occurs on a

retrograde-rotating Earth, where the direction of the

winds across the American continent are reversed. This

implies that the orographic blockage of moisture trans-

port by the American continent alone does not set

the location of deep-water formation. The northward

transport of moisture by theAsianmonsoon (Geay et al.

2003) in the Pacific sector may contribute to the higher

precipitation in the north of that basin, suppressing local

sinking. The precipitation footprint of water evaporat-

ing from the narrow Atlantic basin extends into the

wider Pacific basin, while most of the water evaporat-

ing from the Pacific precipitates in the same sector

(Ferreira et al. 2010; Wills and Schneider 2015). In

addition, a larger fraction of the area of the Atlantic is

exposed to dry air coming off the continents, which may

also increase evaporation over the Atlantic (Schmitt

et al. 1989).Corresponding author: C. S. Jones, csjones@ucsd.edu
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Some of the geographical differences between the two

ocean basins are thought to favor deep-water formation

in the North Atlantic. Most obviously, the Atlantic ex-

tends farther north than the Pacific, and it is more con-

nected to the Arctic, where cold dense water is formed

during winter (Warren 1983). Mixing with the outflow

from the Mediterranean Sea (a semienclosed basin with

net evaporation) may increase the salinity of the

northward branch of the MOC (Reid 1979; Warren

1981), although the importance of this process has been

questioned (McCartney and Mauritzen 2001; Talley

2008). The larger width of the Pacific, and associated

stronger wind-driven circulation and east–west tem-

perature contrasts, may produce a larger poleward heat

transport by the gyres in the Pacific relative to the At-

lantic, removing the need for a MOC-mediated heat

transport (Wang et al. 1995). The lower-latitude position

of the tip of South Africa relative to the tip of South

America is a favorable configuration for transporting

high-salinity water from the Indo-Pacific sector into the

Atlantic (Reid 1961; Gordon et al. 1987; Cessi and Jones

2017). Finally, the surface branch of the MOC advects

higher-salinity waters from the subtropics to the high

latitudes, further enhancing the salinity in the North

Atlantic relative to the North Pacific. This process is

termed ‘‘the salt–advection feedback’’ (Stommel 1961).

At least some of the explanations for a saltier Atlantic

rely on the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation

(AMOC), which is itself enabled by increased salinity in

the North Atlantic. Salt (and heat) advection feedbacks

act to maintain the MOC and higher salinity (and tem-

perature) in the region where the deep-water formation

takes place. Higher temperatures decrease the surface

density and thus tend to reduce the overturning rate,

that is, a negative feedback. Higher salinities increase

the surface density and thus directly increase the over-

turning rate, while higher temperature tends to decrease

the overturning rate. In principle, the salt advection

feedback could act to produce deep overturning in the

Pacific [Pacificmeridional overturning circulation (PMOC)]

rather than in the Atlantic. However, both coupled

(Ferreira et al. 2010; Nilsson et al. 2013) and ocean-only

idealized models (Stocker et al. 1992; Hughes and

Weaver 1994) show a preference for sinking in the

narrower basin. Huisman et al. (2012) even find that

Atlantic sinking occurs when E 2 P is higher in the

Pacific than in the Atlantic, indicating that the oceanic

transport of salt controls the location of sinking.

It is important to understand the reasons why the

Atlantic is saltier than the Pacific in order to predict the

fate of the MOC under global climate change. The At-

lantic salinity is determined by the transport of fresh-

water both by the atmosphere (through E 2 P) and by

the ocean, and the relative importance of each is un-

clear. Even if atmospheric transport were the most im-

portant factor today, this may change in the future

because of greenhouse gas forcing (Seager et al. 2010,

2014). Our work will be useful in understanding future

climates and may elucidate the role of the MOC in past

climates, when the distribution of E 2 P was different

from today (Hewitt et al. 2003).

In this study, we focus on one of the more obvious

asymmetries between the Atlantic and the Pacific: the

difference in basin widths. Specifically, we examine

the consequences of this geometrical asymmetry on the

oceanic flow and its repercussions on the salinity distri-

bution. The impacts of atmosphere-only processes or

atmosphere–ocean feedbacks on the asymmetry in sa-

linity distribution between the basins have been exam-

ined using ocean–atmosphere models (e.g., Ferreira

et al. 2010; Nilsson et al. 2013). These processes are

excluded here by applying fixed surface forcings.

Few studies on the location of deep-water formation

have considered the role of the wind-driven gyres.

Warren (1983) attributes low salinities in the North

Pacific to the small rate of northward flow between

the subtropical and subpolar gyres, but he does not

consider a scenario with deep-water formation in the

North Pacific. Observations show a salinity increase in

the North Atlantic correlated with the decreased

strength of the subpolar gyre (SPG) during the period

from 1965 to 2003 (Hátún et al. 2005; Häkkinen and

Rhines 2004).

In this study, we advance an additional mechanism for

why the AMOC is preferred to the PMOC, based on the

relative strengths of the western boundary currents as-

sociated with the MOC and with the SPG in the basin

where sinking occurs. An important result relevant for

this work is that the transport of the MOC is essentially

independent of the sinking location (Jones and Cessi

2016). This is because the MOC transport is determined

by three sources: the northward Ekman transport en-

tering the basins from the Southern Ocean, minus the

southward eddy thickness transport exiting the same

region, plus the global diapycnal upwelling into the up-

per branch of the MOC. All these sources add up to the

total sinking, regardless of its location.

Upon entering the sinking basin, the northward flow

of the upper branch of the MOC forms a western

boundary current, with a velocity that is independent of

the sinking location. This western boundary current is

superimposed on the western boundary current associ-

ated with the wind-driven gyres. Although the Sverdrup

interior meridional velocity in the SPG is the same in

both basins, for zonally uniform winds, the western

boundary current and the gyre’s zonal velocity are faster
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in a wider basin. In the simplified geometry presented

here, the MOC northward velocity is larger than the

southward SPG western boundary current in the narrow

basin (with width similar to the Atlantic) but not in the

wide basin (with width similar to the Pacific). The net

result is that salty water from the subtropical gyre is

carried into the western portion of the SPGwhen sinking

occurs in the narrow basin but not when sinking occurs in

the wide basin. Instead, in the wide basin, the southward

western boundary current in the SPG brings freshwater

from the far north, where the freshwater flux ismaximum.

The resulting fresh pool suppresses local deep-water

formation, and the faster zonal velocity efficiently

spreads the freshwater eastward, causing the water in the

SPGof thewide basin to become fresher than thewater in

the SPG of the narrow basin. This process, diagnosed in

the 3D model experiments, is documented in section 2.

In section 3, a 2D advection–diffusion model of the

upper branch of the MOC is used to explore the salinity

distribution for various flow fields and zonal arrange-

ments of deep-water formation. Further idealized ex-

periments with the same 2Dmodel show that neither the

MOC western boundary current alone nor the wind-

driven gyres alone can produce different salinity fields

based on the basin width. However, salt advection by the

combined velocity fields, and the associated feedback on

deep-water formation, selects the narrow basin as the

preferred deep-water mass formation site. Section 4

provides a summary and draws conclusions.

2. 3D model and diagnostics

We use a 3D primitive equation version of the

MITgcm. The domain consists of two boxes of different

widths connected by a reentrant channel occupying the

southernmost 17.58 of latitude (Fig. 1). The bottom of

the basin is flat and 4000m deep, except for a sill in the

periodic channel, one-grid point wide and 1333m high,

located immediately south of the narrow basin’s western

boundary.1 The continents that separate the basins are

one-grid point wide and have the same length, extending

from 252.58 to 708. The equation of state is linear, with

the buoyancy described by

b5 g[a
T
T2b

S
(S2 S

ref
)] , (1)

where aT 5 2 3 1024 8C21, bS 5 7.4 3 1024, and Sref 5
35. Salinity S is given on the practical salinity scale and is

therefore presented without units. Temperature T is in

degrees Celsius.

The model is forced at the surface by zonally uniform

wind stress t, freshwater flux F, and temperature re-

laxation to a profile T* given by

t5 t
Max

[2cos(3pu/140)1 e2u2/s2

] , (2)

F5F
s
[cos(7pu/8Q)2 2e2(u/Q)2/(2s2

F
)]2F

0
, and (3)

T*5T
eq
[cos(pu/140)2 1 0:1e2(u/2Q21)2 ], (4)

where u is latitude in degrees, tMax5 0.1Nm22, s5 108,
Fs5 23 1028m s21,sF5 0.128,Q5 608, andTeq5 258C
(see Fig. 2). The relaxation time scale for the surface

temperature is 10 days. The constant F0 is chosen so that

the net freshwater flux into the ocean is zero. The

freshwater flux is multiplied by the negative reference

salinity 2Sref in order to obtain the salinity flux into

the ocean.

Baroclinic eddies are parameterized using the Gent–

McWilliams advective form (Gent and McWilliams

1990) and Redi (1982) isopycnal tracer mixing with

equal mixing coefficients kGM 5 500m2 s21. The Gent–

McWilliams scheme (GM) is implemented using the

boundary-value problem framework described by

Ferrari et al. (2010). The Redi tensor is tapered to

FIG. 1. Surface salinity anomaly, referenced to 35 psu, for zonally

symmetric surface forcing in the (top) W2N geometry and (bot-

tom) W3N geometry. Thick gray lines represent boundaries.

Contours are every 0.2 psu. The domain is periodic and the western

208 of the domain are repeated to the right of the figure.

1 The W2N experiment described here was repeated with sills at

the end of both of the continents and this led to no qualitative

changes to the overturning.
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horizontal diffusion in regions of weak stratification, as

described by Danabasoglu and McWilliams (1995). The

vertical diffusivity is set to 2 3 1025m2 s21 in the in-

terior, tapering to 1022m2 s21 at the surface over a depth

of 20m to model the mixed layer. Each simulation was

run for at least 3000 years, until equilibrium was

reached. Additional details of the model configuration

are given in Jones and Cessi (2016).

Two configurations are considered in the 3D model:

one in which the wide basin is twice as wide as the nar-

row basin (W2N) and one in which the wide basin is 3

times as wide as the narrow basin (W3N). These ge-

ometries are shown in Fig. 1, together with the surface

salinity obtained under zonally uniform surface forcing;

in both geometries, the wide basin is 1408 wide, with the

narrow basin 708 wide for W2N and 478 wide for W3N.

Under zonally uniform forcing, deep-water formation

occurs in the narrow basin only, regardless of the initial

condition, and the surface salinity in the SPG of the

narrow basin is higher for W3N than for W2N.

Sinking in the wide basin can be coerced by reducing

the freshwater flux at the northern end of the wide-basin

sector, while compensating this reduction by a uniform

freshwater flux increase everywhere else. A larger

asymmetry in freshwater flux is needed to force wide

sinking in theW3N geometry than in theW2N geometry

(see the bottom panel of Fig. 2), suggesting that the

larger the ratio of basin widths, the greater the prefer-

ence for narrow sinking. For both W2N and W3N, the

wide sinking state reverts to narrow sinking when the

forcing is slowly (over 20 000 years) returned to zonal

symmetry. In summary, wide sinking is unstable under

zonally uniform freshwater forcing.

We frame the discussion of themeridional transport in

terms of the residual overturning circulation (ROC)

rather than the Eulerian circulation. TheROC is defined

as the time and zonally averagedmeridional transport at

constant buoyancy rather than at fixed depth levels.

Thus, it measures the transport of buoyancy rather than

the transport of volume. The ROC is more representative

of the transport of tracers than the Eulerian transport

(Andrews andMcIntyre 1978). The ROC streamfunction

is defined as

c(y, ~b)[
1

T

ðT
0

ðLx

0

ð0
2H

yH[b(x, y, z, t)2 ~b] dz dx dt , (5)

where y is the Eulerian plus parameterized eddy veloc-

ity,H is the total depth, Lx is the width of the basin, T is

the averaging time scale (100yrs is chosen here), and H
is the Heaviside function. The ROC streamfunction c is

the zonally integrated transport of water above b5 ~b. In

Figs. 3 and 4 (filled color contours), the ROC stream-

function is remapped into z coordinates using the zonal-

mean isopycnal height, which is defined as

Z(y, ~b)[2
1

T

ðT
0

1

L
x

ðLx

0

ð0
2H

H[b(x, y, z, t)2 ~b] dz dx dt .

(6)

In z coordinates, it is useful to define the modified

buoyancy bY(y, z), where Z[y, bY(y, z)]5 z. The field bY

is advected by the ROC streamfunction c, and thus c is

constant on bY contours for adiabatic flow. In Figs. 3

and 4, contours of bY show the stratification: isopycnals

outcropping in the north of the sinking basin also out-

crop in the channel, and flow parallel to these contours is

adiabatic below themixed layer. Because of longitudinal

buoyancy gradients, the zonally averaged remapping

[(6)] distorts the vertical extent of the mixed layer.

Values of bY higher than 403 1023m s22 are not plotted

because the contours would be too close together.

FIG. 2. (top) Surface wind stress (Pa), (middle) profile of tem-

perature used for temperature relaxation (8C), and (bottom) sur-

face freshwater flux forcing (m s21). The dashed lines show the

freshwater flux used to induce sinking in the wide basin in theW2N

geometry, and the dotted lines show the freshwater flux used to

induce sinking in thewide basin in theW3Ngeometry.Where these

lines split, the upper dashed–dotted line is applied to the narrow

basin and the lower one is applied to the wide basin. For wide

sinking, the wide-basin freshwater flux is reduced by 0.06 Sv in the

W2N geometry and by 0.1 Sv in the W3N geometry.
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The buoyancy value bm5 0.0085ms22 (thick black line

in Figs. 3 and 4) is chosen to divide the upper and lower

branches of the overturning. In practice, this isopycnal

contour is chosen to pass as close as possible through the

maxima of both the deep overturning cell in the sinking

basin and the shallow overturning cell in the nonsinking

basin. The upwelling across this isopycnal contour is

approximately fixed by wind stress in the Southern

Ocean (plus eddy transport of buoyancy) and global

diapycnal diffusion (Gnanadesikan 1999; Allison 2009;

Jones and Cessi 2016), setting the cross-equatorial

northward transport of the upper branch of the MOC

in the sinking basin to approximately 11 Sv regardless

of the location of sinking (Fig. 5, red lines). This cross-

equatorial transport, augmented by the diapycnal upwell-

ing across bm in the Northern Hemisphere of the sinking

basin, determines the maximum transport of the MOC.

In the nonsinking basin, diffusive upwelling feeds a

shallow cell in the Northern Hemisphere and an abyssal

cell (mostly in the SouthernHemisphere). The upwelled

FIG. 3. Residual overturning streamfunction (Sv; color shading; spacing 2 Sv), and bY 3 103m s22, the buoyancy of

the surface whose average depth is Z (black contours) in the (top) narrow basin and the (bottom) wide basin with

(left) narrow sinking and (right) wide sinking for theW2N geometry. In all plots, the reentrant channel region (left

of the thick black vertical line) shows the total streamfunction integrated over all longitudes. The thick black

contour denotes the isopycnal bm 5 0.0085m s22, which bounds the upper branch of the MOC from below.

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for the W3N geometry.
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water flows northward, sinking to about 1000m at high

northern latitudes, and then returns southward. The

meridional transport in the nonsinking basin integrated

zonally and above bm is shown in Fig. 5 (blue lines).

The numerical simulations indicate why wide sinking

is unstable when the surface freshwater flux is symmet-

ric: Fig. 6 (top panels) shows the salinity zonally and

vertically averaged above bm. The values in the sinking

region of the wide basin (red dashed lines in the gray box

of Figs. 6 and 7) are only slightly above the values in the

narrow, nonsinking basin at the same latitudes (blue

dashed lines in the gray box of Figs. 6 and 7); this is

despite the decreased surface freshwater flux in the wide

basin relative to the narrow basin. In other words, it

appears that it is the zonal asymmetry in freshwater

forcing that keeps the wide basin slightly saltier than the

narrow basin. Without this asymmetry, the salinities of

the basins reverse and narrow sinking occurs.

To quantify how the salinity might be distributed

under zonally uniform forcing for wide sinking, we

advect and diffuse a passive tracer with the velocity,

diffusivity, and convective adjustment time series from

the wide sinking state. Unlike salt, the tracer is forced

with the zonally uniform surface flux given by the solid

line in Fig. 2. The resulting tracer field vertically aver-

aged above bm is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8.

Compared to the salinity anomaly (middle panel of

Fig. 8), the tracer is lower in the wide basin and higher in

the narrow basin and comparable to the values en-

countered in the narrow sinking case (top panel of

Fig. 8). To make a more quantitative comparison be-

tween the three cases, it is useful to examine the salinity

and tracer concentrations averaged above bm and then

zonally averaged. Figure 6 shows that, for wide sinking,

the tracer concentration anomaly at the latitudes of

sinking is larger in the narrow basin than in the wide basin

(cf. the dashed lines in the gray box in the bottom panels

of Fig. 6).

At high latitudes, the temperature is approximately in-

dependent of the location of sinking and thus does not

contribute directly to the preference for narrow over wide

sinking. However, at the sinking latitudes, the temperature

of the sinking basin is slightly higher than the temperature

of the nonsinking basin, so it partially counteracts the ef-

fects of salinity on the buoyancy. Consequently, when the

salinity in the sinking region is only marginally larger than

the salinity in the nonsinking basin, the negative tempera-

ture advection feedback destabilizes the wide sinking state.

The buoyancy is displayed in the top panels of Fig. 7,

vertically averaged above the isopycnalbm, and then zonally

averaged. For wide sinking, the buoyancy in the sinking

region is lower than at the same latitudes of the narrow

basin (cf. thedashed lines in thegraybox in the toppanels of

Fig. 7): wide sinking is obtained under zonally asymmetric

forcing. In the bottom panels of Fig. 7, the symmetrically

forced tracer is used instead of the salinity to find ‘‘tracer

buoyancy,’’ that is, the hypothetical buoyancy obtained if

wide sinking occurred with zonally uniform salinity forcing.

For wide sinking, the tracer buoyancy at high latitudes is

indeed lower in the narrow basin than in the wide basin (cf.

the dashed lines in the gray box in the bottom panels of

Fig. 7). This confirms that the wide sinking solution is un-

stable under zonally uniform surface salt flux forcing.

Salinity in turn affects the distribution of convective

adjustment,2 which is rather different for narrow and

wide sinking. Convective adjustment is the main process

determining the diapycnal velocity across the buoyancy

FIG. 5. Meridional transport, zonally and vertically integrated within

each sector above the isopycnal bm for (top) W2N and (bottom)W3N.

2 In this 3D model, convection is parameterized by convective

adjustment: when the stratification is unstable, the vertical diffu-

sivity is increased to ky 5 10m2 s21 until the buoyancy profile

becomes stable.
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bm. Thus, we use the diapycnal velocity, denoted with

-/bz following the notation of Young (2012, henceforth

referred to as WRY12), as a measure of deep-water

formation. As illustrated in Fig. 9, -/bz occurs pre-

dominantly at the northern end of the sinking basin. For

wide sinking, -/bz is confined to the eastern two-thirds

of the domain, whereas for narrow sinking, it is spread

throughout the whole width of the basin. This pattern

reflects the zonal distribution of salinity (cf. Figs. 9 and 8).

In the western third of the wide sinking basin, the sur-

face is especially fresh, while it is relatively salty almost

everywhere in the narrow sinking basin.

We now demonstrate that the contrast in the zonal

distribution of salinity results from differences in the ve-

locities near the western boundary of the sinking basin. As

shown in Fig. 10, for narrow sinking, thewestern boundary

current is northward in the narrow basin south of about

578. North of 578 the velocity is near zero. For wide sink-

ing, the velocity on thewestern boundary of thewide basin

is southward north of 458 and northward south of 458; that
is, the change of sign of the western boundary current

coincides with the boundary between the subtropical gyre

and the SPG. Therefore, salinity is transported farther

north into the western portion of the SPG for narrow

sinking. The resulting high salinity in the narrow basin

enables deep convection (Fig. 9, top panel). In the north of

the wide basin, deep-water formation is suppressed on the

western side of the SPG by the low salinities carried

southward by the western boundary current, and the iso-

pycnal bm does not outcrop there (Fig. 9, bottom panel).

The western boundary velocity in the sinking basin is

the sum of the northward flow of the MOC plus the

western boundary current associated with the locally

wind-driven Sverdrup gyre, which is northward in the

subtropical gyre and southward in the SPG. For the

W2N geometry, the Sverdrup transport of the SPG at

588 (halfway between the zero-wind stress curl line

and 708) is about 30 Sv in the wide basin and about 15 Sv

in the narrow basin, as shown in Fig. 12. This interior

transport produces a southward western boundary cur-

rent in the SPG, which is twice as fast in the wide basin

than in the narrow basin. The zonal velocity associated

FIG. 6. (top) The depth and zonally averaged salinity anomaly (referenced to 35 psu) above bm 5 0.0085m s22

and (bottom) the depth and zonally averaged tracer anomaly above bm 5 0.0085m s22 for (left) W2N and (right)

W3N. The solid lines are for narrow sinking, and the dashed lines are for wide sinking. The gray box marks the

location of sinking.
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with the Sverdrup gyre is also faster in the wide basin.

However, the MOC transport, largely confined to a

western boundary current within each basin, is about

15 Sv, independent of the width of the sinking basin. The

total flow above bm is approximately a linear combina-

tion of the gyres and the MOC western boundary cur-

rent (Stommel 1957). The MOC velocity is of similar

amplitude to the SPG western boundary current in the

narrow basin and in the opposite direction, but it is half

of the velocity of the SPG western boundary current in

the wide basin. As a result, the western boundary cur-

rent is strong and southward in all the SPG of the wide

basin but not in the narrow basin (as shown in Fig. 10).

The difference in velocities on the western side of the

basins leads to different salinity distributions in the SPG

region: fresher in the wide sinking basin than in the

narrow sinking basin. The halocline that forms on the

western side of the wide basin suppresses deep-water

formation, localizing the diapycnal velocity to the east-

ern side of the wide basin. This localization, given a

zonally uniform freshwater flux, reduces the efficiency

of the salt feedback on water mass formation in the wide

basin, giving a preference to narrow-basin sinking. To

further demonstrate this process, in the following sec-

tion we examine the salinity distribution obtained with

zonally uniform freshwater fluxes and velocities that are

simplified relative to the full 3D field.

3. 2D model and diagnostics

To understand the role of the epipcynal and diapycnal

velocity in the salinity distribution, we simplify the sa-

linity equation in three dimensions. The MITgcm solves

the three-dimensional advection–diffusion equation:3

›S

›t
1 (uS)

x
1 (yS)

y
1 (wS)

z
5= � (K=S)1 (k

y
S
z
)
z
, (7)

FIG. 7. The zonally averaged buoyancy averaged above bm 5 0.0085m s22 (top) using the salinity and (bottom)

using the passive tracer instead of salinity for (left) W2N and (right) W3N. For tracer buoyancy, the depth of bm is

still calculated using the salinity. The solid lines are for narrow sinking, and the dashed lines are for wide sinking.

The gray box marks the location of sinking.

3 In this section, we use Cartesian coordinates, but the actual

computations are in the spherical coordinates appropriate for the

sector shown in Fig. 1.
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where S is the salinity, and (u, y, w) is the Eulerian plus

GM velocity in the (x, y, z) direction, respectively; K is

the Redi (1982) tensor defined in (A2), and ky is the

vertical diffusivity.

A reduced description is obtained by integrating (7)

vertically from the buoyancy surface bm to the sea sur-

face and changing to buoyancy coordinates (~x, ~y, ~b, ~t ),

following WRY12 (details are in appendix A). Making

the further assumption that S is vertically homogeneous

above bm, we obtain

(2zS)~t 1 (US)~x 1 (VS)~y 2
-
b
z

S

�����
z

52(zk
GM

S
~x
)
~x
2 (zk

GM
S
~y
)
~y
2FS

ref
2 k

y
S
z
j
z
, (8)

where kGM is the Redi diffusion coefficient (here taken

to be equal to the GM eddy diffusivity), U5
Ð 0
z
u dz and

V5
Ð 0
z
y dz are the sum of Eulerian plus GM velocities

depth integrated above bm, S is the salinity depth aver-

aged above bm, and z(~x, ~y) is the time-averaged depth of

the isopycnal bm. We further assume

Sj
z
5S, S

z
j
z
5

S

2z
. (9)

The 2D model is now exploited to more deeply un-

derstand the mechanisms that determine the salinity dis-

tribution, using the vertically integrated velocity field,

which satisfies the incompressibility condition in buoyancy

coordinates (z is assumed to be independent of time):

U
~x
1V

~y
5

-
b
z

. (10)

a. Vertically integrated velocities from in the 3D
model

We obtainU andV by integrating the residual velocities

in the 3D W2N geometry vertically above b 5 bm. The

quantity z is the associated time-mean depth of the iso-

pycnal bm, and -/bz is obtained from (10). Unlike the 3D

salinity computations, here the freshwater flux is zonally

uniform for both narrow and wide sinking, just as in

the passive tracer experiments described in the previous

FIG. 8. Salinity anomaly, referenced to 35 psu, vertically aver-

aged above the isopycnal bm 5 0.0085m s22 for (top) narrow

sinking and (middle) wide sinking in the W2N geometry. (bottom)

Anomaly of the tracer advected and diffused as for wide sinking,

vertically averaged over the same depth range as the middle panel.

The isopycnal bm outcrops in the white area.

FIG. 9. The diapycnal velocity-/bz 3 106m s21 at isopycnal bm5
0.0085m s22 from the 3D model for (top) narrow sinking and

(bottom) wide sinking in the W2N geometry. The isopycnal bm
outcrops in the yellow area.
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section. The goal of this 2D experiment is to diagnose

which components of the velocities are essential to de-

termine the differences in the salinity distribution between

narrow and wide sinking. The U, V field in the Northern

Hemisphere is shown in Fig. 10, and-/bz is shown in Fig. 9.

Despite ignoring the baroclinic terms, the 2D salinity

obtained with (8) reproduces fairly well some aspects of

the 3D computations and in particular the salinity verti-

cally averaged above bm (cf. the bottom-left panel of Fig. 6

with Fig. 11a), indicating that the vertically integrated

transport dominates the salinity distribution of the upper

branch of theMOC, especially in the subpolar regions. The

agreement is less satisfactory in the subtropical regions,

where the depth of bm is largest: here, the vertical corre-

lation of the baroclinic components dominates the salinity

transport (diagnostic not shown). The resulting salinities

are higher at the northern end of the SPG in the narrow

basin for both narrow andwide sinking velocities (red solid

and blue dashed lines in the gray box of Fig. 11a); that is,

the 2Dmodel confirms the prediction of the passive tracer

3D computations that narrow sinking is preferred when

the freshwater flux is zonally symmetric.

FIG. 10. Magnitude (color) and direction (arrows) of the mean plus GM velocity vertically integrated above

isopycnal bm 5 0.0085m s22 for (top) narrow sinking and (bottom) wide sinking. Each arrow represents the mean

direction over a 38 3 38 box while the magnitude is on the model’s grid. The contour color scale is in m2 s21 and is

spaced logarithmically to visualize both boundary and interior currents. The isopycnal bm outcrops in the

white area.
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Because the 2D advection–diffusionmodel [(8)] treats

S as a passive scalar, it does not incorporate the salt

feedback controlling the onset of convective adjustment

in the sinking region and the associated large diapycnal

velocity -/bz. To demonstrate that the spatial distribu-

tion of -/bz is important, we conduct an experiment

where this spatial distribution is varied.

In the 2Dexperiment reported in the left panels ofFig. 11,

the term-/bz extends over the whole width of the basin for

narrow sinking, but it is confined to the eastern two-thirds of

the basin forwide sinking (as shown inFig. 9).Anadditional

experiment is carried out where -/bz is modified to be

zonally uniform in the sinking basin north of 468, keeping
the meridional velocity V unchanged. The changes in -/bz

are accommodated by changing the zonal velocityU so that

(10) is satisfied. The zonal integral of -/bz is conserved at

every latitude in this process, and the velocities outside the

SPGof the sinkingbasin remainunchanged.With advection

by this modified velocity field the sinking wide basin

gets saltier (cf. the red dashed lines in Figs. 11a,d) because

the freshwater flowing south in the western boundary

sinks rather than being advected eastward into the SPG.

FIG. 11. Salinity anomaly solution of (8) using U, V, -/bz, and z from the W2N computation (a) zonally averaged

and plotted as a function of latitude and longitude for (b) narrow sinking and (c) wide sinking. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but

whereU and-/bz aremodified such that-/bz is zonally homogenized in the subpolar gyre of the sinkingbasin. Thedepth

of the layer2z is capped so that theminimumdepth is 70m.Contours are every 0.1 psu.The graybox in (a) and (d)marks

the location of sinking.

FIG. 12. Streamfunction (Sv) associated with Ugyre and Vgyre.

Contours are every 5 Sv.
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The salinity remains essentially unchanged for narrow

sinking (cf. the solid lines in Figs. 11a,d) because -/bz is

already approximately homogenous for narrow sinking.

Therefore, the preference for narrow sinking is reduced

when the suppression of convective adjustment by fresh-

ening, that is, the salt advection feedback, is removed.

In summary, the salinity in the upper branch of the

MOC is controlled by the velocity vertically averaged

above the isopycnal bm and by the pattern of strong di-

apycnal velocity because of convective adjustment. The

associated deep-water mass formation is suppressed

by a halocline on the western side of the wide basin.

This latter feedback is not captured by (8), which treats

salinity as a passive scalar, but the contrast between the

two experiments with the localized versus homogenized

-/bz illustrates this effect. Both experiments reveal

that the velocity field in the SPG is responsible for the

halocline formation on the western side of the wide

sinking region.

To strengthen our argument that it is the superposition

of the SPG velocity plus the MOC’s western boundary

current that controls the formation of the halocline in the

western part of the SPG, we perform two additional ex-

periments with idealized velocities representing either

the gyral circulation alone or the MOC circulation alone.

Neither of these patterns in isolation lead to the observed

differences in SPG salinities.

b. 2D advection–diffusion of salinity with idealized
velocities

In the following, we show that, in isolation, neither the

gyral velocities alone nor the MOC velocity alone can

lead to a halocline in the wide-basin SPG.

Wefirst show the salinity distributionwith advection by

idealized vertically integrated velocities Ugyre and Vgyre

representing the gyres in the 2D model. The fields Ugyre

andVgyre are found by solving the 2D primitive equations

in a domain with W2N geometry, uniform buoyancy,

depth of 700m, and wind forcing t. Two ridges, one south

of the continent at 08 with height 280m and one south of

the continent at 708E with height 140m, are included in

order to keep the circumpolar transport comparable to

that in the 3D simulation. The resulting horizontally

nondivergent transport is described by a single stream-

function shown in Fig. 12, and there is neither a diapycnal

velocity nor a zonally averaged meridional transport.

Figure 13 shows the distribution of the resulting tracer

solution of (8), forced by the zonally uniform freshwater

flux of Fig. 2. In the along-streamlines direction, the

dominant balance is between the isopycnal advection

terms and the surface salinity flux. In the across-

streamlines direction, the dominant balance is between

the isopycnal diffusion terms and the surface salinity flux.

Although the gyres in the wide basin have twice the

western boundary current transport compared to the nar-

row basin, the interbasin salinity difference is minimal: the

minimum salinity in the wide basin’s SPG is 0.07 psu

fresher than the minimum salinity in the narrow basin’s

SPG (bottom panel of Fig. 13), and the zonally averaged

salinities differ very little between basins (top panel of

Fig. 13). These differences are too small to explain the

preference for narrow sinking seen in the 3D model, and

a scale analysis in appendix B confirms that the salinity in

this configuration is independent of basin width.

We now examine the salinity distribution with a ve-

locity field characterized by sinking and a western

boundary current associated with the MOC without

wind-driven gyres. The velocities U, V and -/bz in (8)

are defined analytically. They are confined to a western

boundary current in a single basin fed by upwelling in

the periodic channel. In the western boundary current

and most of the channel, the dominant balance in (8) is

between isopycnal salinity advection and the surface

salinity flux. Elsewhere, velocities are very small, so the

dominant balance is between isopycnal diffusion and the

surface salinity flux. The idealized velocity fields for

both narrow and wide sinking are shown in Figs. 14,

15c, and 15d with z shown in Fig. 15b. The resulting

zonally averaged salinities are shown in Fig. 15a: this

configuration illustrates that the main effect of the

FIG. 13. (top) Zonally averaged salinity anomaly and (bottom) sa-

linity anomaly when (8) uses the velocity associated with the stream-

function in Fig. 12 and z 5 2700m with contours every 0.1 psu.
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MOC’s velocity is to reduce the latitudinal salinity gradi-

ents in the sinking basin relative to the nonsinking basin,

without privileging narrow versus wide sinking.

4. Conclusions

In a configuration with two basins of different widths

connected by a reentrant channel, sinking occurs in the

narrow basin under zonally uniform forcing. Deep-water

formation in the wide basin can be coerced by reducing

the freshwater flux over the north of the wide basin and

then we find that a stronger reduction is needed for larger

ratios of basinwidths. Despite the reduction in freshwater

flux for wide sinking, the salinity difference between the

sinking basin and the nonsinking basin is smaller when

sinking occurs in the wide basin.

High salinity in the north of the sinking basin is always

reinforced by a large cross-equatorial overturning cell,

FIG. 14. Magnitude (colors) and direction (arrows) of depth-integrated velocity (m2 s21) in the idealized

2D model for (top) narrow sinking and (bottom) wide sinking. Arrows are not plotted if the magnitude of the

depth-integrated velocity is less than 0.01m2 s21. Each arrow represents themean direction over a 38 3 38 box while
the magnitude is on the model’s grid.
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which transports salt northward across the equator: this

is the salt advection positive feedback (Stommel 1961).

However, this feedback is less effective for wide sinking.

In particular, for zonally uniform salinity flux, we show

that the wide sinking state is unstable. This is because

higher salinity (and therefore lower buoyancy) is found

at the surface in the north of the narrow basin, and

freshwater is more efficiently advected southward by the

subpolar wind-driven gyre in the wide basin. The tem-

perature advection negative feedback also plays a small

role. When the width of the narrow basin is reduced

further, keeping the width of the wide basin constant,

the salinity difference between the basins increases, as

does the preference for narrow sinking.

A 2D advection–diffusion model shows that the

advection of salinity in the upper branch of the 3D

overturning is well represented by the velocity verti-

cally integrated above the isopycnal that divides the

upper and lower branch of the MOC. The vertically

integrated velocities show that there is a crucial dif-

ference in the sense of circulation on the western side

of the SPG between the wide and narrow sinking ba-

sins. For narrow sinking, the western boundary current

in the SPG is very weak, and for wide sinking it is

strong and southward, advecting freshwater from the

north, forming a halocline that is absent in the narrow

sinking basin. This halocline is advected eastward by

the southern branch of the SPG, suppressing deep-

water mass formation.

We rationalize the difference between narrow and

wide sinking by invoking the linear superposition of

the western boundary velocities associated with the

wind-driven SPG and with the MOC. The latter is

independent of the basin size, while the former is

larger for a wide basin, and it prevails over the MOC

in the wide sinking basin. This is consistent with

Warren’s (1983) suggestion that the small flow rate

between the subtropical gyre and the SPG in the

Pacific leads to lower salinities in the North Pacific

when sinking is in the Atlantic and with the obser-

vations of Hátún et al. (2005) and Häkkinen and

Rhines (2004) that salinity in the North Atlantic in-

creases with decreasing SPG strength. We extend

Warren’s idea by showing that even when sinking is

induced in the Pacific, the salt advection feedback is

less effective there because of the stronger Sverdrup

SPG circulation.

We further emphasize the interaction of the gyral

velocities with theMOC by contrasting the effect of the

two velocity components in isolation. Advection by

gyres-only velocities or MOC-only velocities leads to

no preference for narrow sinking.

Our arguments work well in the idealized context of

our model, with simple coastlines, flat bottom, and

FIG. 15. (a) Zonally averaged salinity anomaly from the idealized 2D model using the velocity fields shown in

Fig. 14, (b) the depth of the layer z (m) and the diapycnal velocity -3 106m s21 (c) for narrow sinking and (d) for

wide sinking. In (a), the blue solid line and the blue dashed line are on top of each other.
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zonally uniform steady forcing. There is evidence that

topographic steering alters the position of the inter-

gyre boundary (Zhang and Vallis 2007), as does time

dependence caused by well-resolved eddies, even in

idealized geometries (Lévy et al. 2010). Thus, it is not

clear how robust the narrow sinking preference is in

more complex settings.

Models with realistic geometry and forcing find that

the transport of the SPG in the North Atlantic is about

20 Sv (Bryan et al. 1995; Eden and Willebrand 2001),

which is only slightly larger than the 18-Sv observational

estimate of the transport of the MOC in the North

Atlantic (Talley 2013). The strength of the Pacific SPG

western boundary current in the CCSM4 model (Gent

et al. 2011) is resolution dependent, but in CCSM4T31

(a high-resolution run), the transport of the Pacific SPG

is about 30 Sv, which would be sufficient to overwhelm

the 18-Sv MOC transport. It is difficult to compare obser-

vations of the SPG transport between the Atlantic and

Pacific because most long-term observations are limited

to 2000-m depth and hence include the upper branch

of the MOC. Deep-water formation largely occurs in

marginal seas rather than in the open ocean, as it does

in our model. Despite these caveats, our results indi-

cate that the Atlantic’s narrowness is a favorable asym-

metry for sinking, which adds to the freshwater flux

asymmetry.
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APPENDIX A

The 2D Advection–Diffusion Equation

To simplify the advection–diffusion equation, we in-

tegrate (7) vertically from the depth z(~t, ~x, ~y, ~b5 bm) to

the surface, where bm is a constant. This gives

ð0
z

S
t
dz1

ð0
z

(uS)
x
dz1
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z
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dz2wSj
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where the Redi tensor is defined as
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and kGM is the Gent–McWilliams diffusion coefficient.

Substituting K into (A1) and expanding the Redi matrix

yields ð0
z
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A substantial simplification of (A3) and (A4) is ob-

tained bymoving fromEulerian coordinates (x, y, z, t) to

buoyancy coordinates (~x, ~y, ~b, ~t Þ, using the rules (21) to
(24) in WRY12. Because zx 5 zy 5 zt 5 0, the horizontal

derivatives can be moved outside the vertical integral

giving�ð0
z
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Notice that so far there are derivatives with respect to

both buoyancy and Eulerian coordinates. Changing all

derivatives from Eulerian coordinates (x, y, z, t) to

buoyancy coordinates (~x, ~y, ~b, ~t Þ and using (28) in

WRY12, we obtain
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We separate velocity and salinity into a vertical average

from z to the surface, denoted by an overbar, and a

departure from this average, denoted by prime, that is,

u5 u1 u0, y5 y1 y0, and S5 S1 S0, and neglect qua-

dratic terms in u0, y0, or S0. Using (33) in WRY12, that is,

w5 z~t 1 uz~x 1 yz~y 1
-
b
z

, (A8)

where -/bz is the diapycnal term, we finally obtain
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APPENDIX B

Salinity Scaling for Advection by Gyres-Only
Velocity

Here, we illustrate how the difference in salinity be-

tween the SPG and subtropical gyre scales with the ex-

ternal parameters, assuming that the gyre velocities are

horizontally nondivergent. With no diapycnal velocity,

(8) becomes

U
gyre

S
x
1V

gyre
S
y
’2FS

ref
1= � (2zk

GM
=S) , (B1)

where we have neglected time dependence and dia-

pycnal and Redi diffusion. Integrating over the area A,

enclosed by the outermost closed streamline of the SPG,

we have

ð
A
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þ
C

z k
GM

=S � n dl , (B2)

where C is the arclength along the boundaries between

gyres and n is a unit vector perpendicular to that

boundary. The solid boundaries have no diffusive flux,

so the difference in salinity between the subtropical

and subpolar gyre DS is dominated by the diffusion

at the intergyre boundary on the RHS of (B2). Thus,

DS scales as

DS;
FS

ref
Ad

L
x
z k

GM

, (B3)

where d is the north–south thickness of the diffusive

boundary layer. The value of d can be determined by the

local advective–diffusive balance along the intergyre

boundary:

U
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S
x
’2(z k
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S
y
)
y
, (B4)

which gives the scaling d;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zkGMLx/Ugyre

p
. Using

Sverdrup balance and continuity to determine Ugyre, we

finally get

DS;FS
ref
L

y

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
br

zk
GM

t
yy

s
, (B5)

where b [ df/dy is the derivative of the Coriolis pa-

rameter, r is the mean density, and t is the wind stress at

the intergyre boundary. Notice that the resulting DS is

independent of the basin width Lx.
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